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0ftjr Wullschleger's Inventing Wonderland. Using the lives and 
f:L.ewis Carroll, Edward Lear,]. M. Barrie, Kenneth Grahame, 
}Milne, she makes the case that the Victorian and the Edwar

ds.constituted a golden age of fantasy writing for children. 
<ily an original concept. Humphrey Carpenter's Secret Gar-.
ol,den Age of Children's Literature from Alice in Wonderland to 

'fooh(Houghton Mifflin, 1985) made a similar point ten 
e� and in a far more convincing fashion. One wonders who 
. �� audience for this book is, since it is primarily a syn
.,r�yj.ous research. Admittedly, there are some slight varia-
·· ··· 11'fthe two books: Wullschleger includes Edward Lear,

·ngcfrom Secret Gardens, but Carpenter includes chapters
:Kingsley, George MacDonald, E. Nesbit, and Beatrix Pot

�urvey. Wullschleger and Carpenter do not do as good a
.�phen Prickett ( Victorian Fantasy [Indiana University Press,

and Gillian Avery (Nineteenth Century Children [Hodder and 
·. · ;J965]) do in placing these fantasy writers in the broader
fe'.�a.refully examined literary context of Victorian and Edwar
lturlthat includes texts ,uitten for children and adults.
9�er,Wullschleger's book is riddled with errors. It is unclear
;cp�pter on Carroll precedes the one on Lear whereas the rest

J.follows chronologically. She argues that these five writers
etween 1865 and 1930" a "radical new literature for chil-

:although Lear published A Book of Nonsense in 1846. Wull
. ports that Catherine Sinclair's Holiday House is "a collection
}:>oµt fairies and giants" (102), which seems to suggest that

,;, .. ,a.�not the novel but only the frequently reprinted interpo
: • .Y.�llle that Uncle David tells Laura and Harry. She maintains

gpl?en age of Victorian and Edwardian children's books 
!p.come from nowhere" (97), which sounds as though she

to ignore how fairy tales and literary fairy tales modi
ntent of children's literature during the first half of the

y:i.J.entury, as shown in the scholarship of Jack Zipes, U. C. 
niacher, and Brian Alderson. She repeats the charming but 
��dstory that the dormouse of Carroll's Wonderland was based 
�;Q�briel Rossetti's pet wombat. 

};pf Wullschleger's conclusions seem equally flawed. She ar
��tLear's limericks reveal "classlessness" (73). Other critics sug

i,tUhe limericks reveal inflexible codes of Victorian society per
··. a.s the unnamed "they" in the final line who regularly punish
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individuals who dare to vary from accepted behavior. Wulls ... 
examines this group of writers and argues for their chilc;lho 
happiness and disappointments as the basis for their crea�i,, 
tasies that idealized childhood, although she acknowledge� 
Milne simply doesn't fit the pattern, since he was a "happ�� 
became "a charming young man excelling in the adult P! •·· 
prewar London" (181). 

Despite the many problems with this book, Wullschleg 
some valuable connections. Her chapter on]. M. Barrie 
est in the study; she situates Barrie's Peter Pan among 
literary Pans that were part of the cultural landscape of 
including Robert Louis Stevenson's essay "Pan's Pipes," 
lett's play "Pan and the Young Sheperds," Rudyard Kip· 
Pook's Hill, and Aubrey Beardsley's Under the Hill. Wullsc 
ing of Kenneth Grahame and Thomas Hardy as the two 
of the period engaged by "the rural myth" and cham 
tradition against the modernist enemy that would even 
them (168) is equally persuasive. 

Each of these books contains serious limitations, alth 
different in nature and varying in degree. Of the threeJ 
study, although it is the most complicated of the group;, 
one that will most reward the reader who is willing to ep 
argument. 
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